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1

(Wednesday, March 10, 2010, 12:32 p.m.)

2

* * *

CHAIR LEACH:

3

I'd like to call

4

the Board of Ethics, Wednesday, March 10th, 2010 meeting

5

to order.

6

Chair; Nane Aluli, Vice-Chair; Jocelyn Bouchard,

7

Secretary; Carolann Gretchen Guy; Michael Westfall;

8

Marti Wukelic; and Bob Pure.

9

Daniels; Rebecca Woods.

10

l

... (gavel) ...

In attendance today, we have Randol Leach,

Absent today, Sheri-Ann

The minutes for the February 3rd, 2010 meeting

11

have been distributed.

12

corrections, additions?

13

(Silence. )

14

CHAIR LEACH:

Are there any comments,

Your Chair did read the minutes.

15

And I want to personally thank Vice-Chair Nane Aluli for

16

sitting in for the Chair last meeting.

17

done, Nane.

How about giving Nane a hand?

18

(Applause. )

19

CHAIR LEACH:

20

And job well

as distributed.

Thank you.

We'll accept those

And thank you, Nane.

21

Public testimony?

22

MS. UEOKA:

23

CHAIR LEACH:

24

Before we go to Item 5, as your outgoing

25

There is none.
There is none today.

Chair, I just wanna say, personally, you know, thank

I\
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1

you, everyone on this Board, for sailing some

2

unchartered waters that we had this year.

3

had their own opinions and voiced those, and we worked

4

as a team to do our job which we're charged to do.

5

I just want to thank everyone for making this a real

6

heartfelt experience for myself being your Chair this

7

past year.

8
9

And everyone

And

So I want to thank you.
I wasn't going to do this, but since someone

is in the audience and I have the time, I'm going to

10

shake everybody's hand and thank you for being on the

11

Board.

12

Bob, thank you.

13

Carolann, thank you.

14

Michael, thank you.

15

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

16

CHAIR LEACH:

17

MS. HEELY:

18

CHAIR LEACH:

19

And good luck in the future.

20

MEMBER GUY:

21

CHAIR LEACH:

22

Thank you.
Pleasure.

Nice working with you.

Thank you.

Marti, thank you.

Now, is this your last meeting?
This is my last meeting.

And

five years goes real fast.

23

MEMBER WUKELIC:

24

MEMBER PURE:

25

Thank you.

You promise?

You were just a mere youth when

you started.
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CHAIR LEACH:

1

2

That's right.

of hair and it was all dark.

3

MS. UEOKA:

4

CHAIR LEACH:

5

Do we have public testimony?

6

MS. UEOKA:

7

10

13
14
15
16

17
18

I had a Fu Manchu, also.

We do.

CHAIR LEACH:

Can we go back and open up

Sure.

I want to go back to Item

4 on the agenda, public testimony.

Hi, Sandy.

Are you

ready?
MR. BAZ:

11

12

Was it shoulder length?

public testimony?

8

9

I had a full head

first.

Let me pass these out to you guys

Apologize.
CHAIR LEACH:

For the record, we have Sandy

Baz at the podium to give some public testimony.
And, Mr. Baz, are you going to be speaking on
any item on the agenda or is it general?
MR. BAZ:

I suppose it's a general because it

was on last month's agenda.

19

CHAIR LEACH:

20

MR. BAZ:

Okay.

And I wasn't aware of your agenda.

21

I will be paying attention to your agenda every month

22

from now on.

23
24
25

And thank you, Mr. Leach, for indulging me
here in a little bit of public testimony.
My name is Sandy Baz and I'm the CEO for Maui
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1

Economic Opportunity.

2

express my concern over the discussion in the interest

3

of County elected officials on boards of nonprofits.

4

(

And I am -- I would like to

And I'll read this and maybe try to explain

5

it, if you have questions.

But I have attached the U.S.

6

Department of Health and Human Services Administration

7

for Children and Families Office of Community Services

8

Community Services Block Grant Information memorandum --

9

which it's the Federal Government, so it's a very long

10

title there -- which discusses the importance of

11

locally-elected officials on nonprofit boards,

12

particularly CSBG, which is Community Services Block

13

Grant, entities like MEO.

14

overarching purpose of having elected officials serve on

15

tripartite boards is to encourage awareness of poverty

16

needs within the community and action by local

17

governments, and to foster close coordination and

18

partnership between public agencies and the eligible

19

entities.

20

associations and local agency officials should ensure

21

that the nature and number of public officials serving

22

on each agency board supports and promotes these goals.

23

The statute requires that elected public officials must

24

be holding office on the date of selection to a

25

tripartite board.

In part, it says, the

State CSBG lead agencies, state community

The statute does not identify which
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1

public officials ought to serve on the tripartite board.

2

The statute allows public officials, elected, or, if

3

necessary, appointed, to name someone to represent them

4

on the Board.
Secondly, the perception that a council member

5

(

6

sitting on a nonprofit board is a conflict of interest,

7

in my opinion, is very flawed.

8

laws and policy -- setting laws and policy that govern

9

the County is in opposition to the policy and governance

The premise that setting

10

of a nonprofit that receives funding from the County is

11

wrong.

12

services on behalf of the County, they are doing it to

13

the benefit of the County and its citizens.

14

If a nonprofit is paid by the County to operate

I hope this issue is discussed further prior

15

to an official opinion by this Board.

16

the opportunity to testify.

And thank you for

17

CHAIR LEACH:

Thank you.

18

MEMBER PURE:

I know that "tripartite" means

19

Bob.

thirds.

20

MR. BAZ:

21

MEMBER PURE:

22

MR. BAZ:

23

MEMBER PURE:

24

MR. BAZ:

25

Any questions?

Yes.
Can you explain exactly --

Sure.
what that is?

As a community services block grant

eligible entity, we have -- MEO has three sectors on our
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1

Board; one is a government sector, one is the private

2

sector and one is a resident sector.

3

sector is made up of, as its defined here in this

4

information memorandum, locally-elected officials or

5

their representatives.

6

either like chamber of commerces or business owners,

7

things in the private sector that help the nonprofit to

8

run as a business and be successful.

9

and, in my opinion, one of the most important -- is the

So the government

The private sector is made up of

And the third

10

resident sector.

11

And it's mandated that a third of our board is made up

12

of the clients that we serve as well.

13

tripartite.

These are the clients that we serve.

So that's

!

\

14

MEMBER PURE:

Thank you.

15

CHAIR LEACH:

Yes.

16

MEMBER WUKELIC:

17

How is MEO funded?

18

MR. BAZ:

Marti.

Thank you for coming today.

MEO is funded through a variety of

19

sources.

20

50 percent -- right around 50 percent of our funding

21

does come from the County, we receive approximately a

22

third from the Federal Government, about 15 percent from

23

the State and some other private sources.

24

budget is about $22 million.

25

We have about 70 different funding sources.

MEMBER WUKELIC:

The total

For the funding that comes
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1

from the County, how do you -- the process

2

memory on the process.
MR. BAZ:

3

4

refresh my

I used to do this.

Sure.

It comes from a variety of

different means.

5

MEMBER WUKELIC:

6

MR. BAZ:

You write a grant?

Some of it is competitive grant

7

applications that we write.

8

services that MEO has been operating historically that

9

are funded through what's called line items.

10

MEMBER WUKELIC:

11

MR. BAZ:

12

MEMBER WUKELIC:

13

Some of it is program and

Uh-huh.

And some of it
Who determines the line items

in the County?
MR. BAZ:

14

The Mayor is the one that submits it

15

in her budget application, which will be coming out on

16

Monday.

17

reviews it and then changes it, modifies it, and then,

18

finally, approves it.

19
20

Then the County Council is the one that either

MEMBER WUKELIC:

At any time do you testify

before the County in regards to funding?

21

MR. BAZ:

Yes.

22

MEMBER WUKELIC:

Okay.

23

potential conflict.

24

but just as one Board Member.

25

I see the tightrope being.

Therein lies the

This is not about MEO whatsoever,
In my mind, that's where

And that's why we are
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1

cautionary, in my opinion only, regarding this.

2

you.

3

things.

4

general concept that I hold.

And I love MEO.

6

CHAIR LEACH:

MR. BAZ:

8

CHAIR LEACH:

9

MR. BAZ:

MR. BAZ:

13

CHAIR LEACH:

14

MR. BAZ:

18

And then three of the 24 --

locally-elected officials sitting on our board.

12

17

24.

We have two currently

CHAIR LEACH:

16

Sandy, how many people are on

24.

11

15

This is a

the board?

7

10

I think you guys do marvelous

So this is not directed at MEO.

5

Two of the 24?

Yeah.
Okay.

Councilmember Pontanilla and

Councilmember Molina.
CHAIR LEACH:

Do you know if they've ever

recused themselves, the elected officials, on any items?
MR. BAZ:

Yes.

When there is a item that is

19

specific to something that is just MEO, they have

20

recused themselves as far as that goes.

21

Thank

MEMBER GUY:

Yes.

If 50 percent of your budget

22

comes from the County, does that mean that they have to

23

recuse themselves on any budget deliberations?

24
25

MR. BAZ:

They have not recused themselves on

budget deliberations.
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MEMBER WESTFALL:

1
2

fiduciary obligations to your organization?

3

MR. BAZ:

4

MEMBER WESTFALL:

5

Correct.
And does your organization

have an advisory board?

6

MR. BAZ:

7

MEMBER WESTFALL:

8

MR. BAZ:

9

As a board member, they have

For certain programs, yes, we do.
Okay.

Thank you.

And we're -- as a CSBG entity, as a

federally funded -- so we get about $400,000 a year, so

10

-- of federal money specifically as a community action

11

agency.

12

community action and we do this promise of community

13

action.

14

having a third of our board be locally-elected officials

15

or other representatives.

That's why you see -- you know, you see

It is

we have to meet that requirement of

16

CHAIR LEACH:

17

MR. BAZ:

Yes.

So that's a requirement?
If we didn't have that board

18

set up, we would not be a CSBG grantee, which means we

19

would not be eligible for the $400,000.

20

also not be -- there's a lot of other monies that we get

21

just because we're a CSBG agency, which is like the

22

weatherization assistance program, which is two

23

and-a-half million dollars this year.

24

preschools are generally community action agencies as

25

well.

And we would

Head Start

There's a lot of networking that goes along with
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1

just being a CSBG grantee.

2

MEMBER WESTFALL:

So your position is that

3

Council -- maybe let me broaden it.

4

positions that this body has charge over would be

5

allowed to be board members of your organization and, in

6

turn, should be allowed to vote or participate in any

7

sort of County issue?

8

clearly, but maybe you follow what I'm saying.
MR. BAZ:

9

Any of the

I'm not articulating this very

I think I do.

For the -- looking at

10

it from the nonprofit side, you mentioned that a council

11

member, or any member of a nonprofit board, has a

12

fiduciary responsibility to make sure that the

13

organization is operating under the governing laws.

14

Right?

15

MEMBER WESTFALL:

16

MR. BAZ:

Yes.

That's something that they are

17

responsible for.

And they're financially responsible

18

for that as far as operating under the laws of the

19

government, state, federal, that oversee them.

20

at the County level, I suppose the council member is

21

responsible for setting policy and laws that govern the

22

County of Maui.

23

is that saying that a nonprofit gets funding from the

24

County is a conflict in their duties to be fiduciaries

25

for the County in -- in setting -- you know, and -- and

Right?

They

I think where I have a problem
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1

I understand their role as council members is more

2

important, more controlling than their role as a -- as a

3

board member of a nonprofit.

4

then every dollar that the nonprofit gets from the

5

County is a conflict.

6

monies that a nonprofit receives to provide services is

7

something that the council members, who do have control

8

over it, to a certain extent, are not -- maybe I'm not

9

articulating myself, but it's -- you're saying that --

Because you're saying that the

10

MEMBER WESTFALL:

11

MR. BAZ:

12

MEMBER WESTFALL:

13

form of a question.

But if that's the case,

Let me make a statement.

Okay.
And I'll make this in the

Or maybe you --

14

MR. BAZ:

Sure.

15

MEMBER WESTFALL:

-- can say if you agree with

16

it.

I think it is a conflict of interest, you already

17

answered that, but there's conflicts of interest every

18

day allover the place.

19

councilman is, how does he address that conflict in his

20

role with the County and how high does it rise.

21

mean that, by simply disclosing the conflict, he's done

22

because he's disclosed it.

23

have to recuse himself?

24

to remove himself?

25

and I guess I'm asking if you agree with it.

The question here for the

That's a remedy.

That's a remedy.

That's a remedy.

Does he

Does he have

So, to me, it's --
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1

so much if there's a conflict of interest, there is;

2

it's what is the remedy to that conflict of interest and

3

how high does it rise.

4

And, certainly, we don't want to -- I don't

5

think anyone wants to discourage people from doing

6

community service and all this stuff.

7

your--

8

MR. BAZ:

9

MEMBER WESTFALL:
MR. BAZ:

10

Right.

So, you know,

And in
letter is welcomed.

looking at the 19 -- I think it

11

was a 1998 Corporation Counsel opinion on it, that was

12

one big thing that they said, is --

13

MEMBER WESTFALL:

14

MR. BAZ:

15

Right.

-- they do not want to discourage

council members from sitting on nonprofit boards.

16

MEMBER WESTFALL:

17

MR. BAZ:

Yes.

It's just a matter of the disclosure

18

of it.

19

opinion, that Corporation Counsel letter that I saw,

20

that was forwarded to me, had a comment in there about

21

making it so that council members could not sit on any

22

nonprofit boards.

23

outlying and, you know, restricting them from doing

24

that.

25

And I think what concerned me is the -- the

And it just -- I don't know --

And something that -- that has actually been
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1

shared by the Council Chair, that he desires that, too.

2

I don't know if he said that publicly, but he said that

3

to me, that he doesn't want council members to sit on

4

any nonprofit board.
MEMBER GUY:

5

When he said that, what was he

6

talking about?

What was his thinking?

7

that when he said that to you?

8

MR. BAZ:

9

MS. HEELY:

10

MR. BAZ:

Sorry.

I think we may be getting

Right.

And I didn't mean to do

that.
MEMBER GUY:

13
14

No, he didn't.

off our agenda.

11
12

Did he disclose

Well, it was a very broad

situation.

15

MS. HEELY:

16

MR. BAZ:

Right.
And I apologize.

I didn't mean to

17

do that at all.

18

discussion.

19

be happy to share more information with you.

It can be at a later time and I can -- I'd

MS. HEELY:

20

21

I just wanted to spur further

Thank you for your public

testimony.

22

I just had a comment, too.

The Board is not

23

charged with issuing an opinion on this issue.

24

the Council Chair had sent correspondence to the Board

25

where the Board responded.

I know

So as of today, there is no
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1

request for an opinion by the Board.

2

MR. BAZ:

Oh, okay.

3

MS. HEELY:

Also, in the past discussion on

4

this issue, though, there is discussion about MEO's

5

bylaws requiring a certain number of council members to

6

be part of your board, and there is a question brought

7

up by the board whether that may affect -MR. BAZ:

8
9

Can I give you the -- the current

the current -- MEO's -- MEO's board is the one that

10

sets -- you know, it's a self-perpetuating board.

So

11

the board's item -- I mean, they set the seats for the

12

board itself.

13

is outlined here, and why I shared that.

14

have a seat designated for the Mayor, we have a seat

15

designated for the State Senate, to Senator Shan

16

Tsutsui, we have a seat designated to the State House

17

which is for Representative Souki, we have a seat

18

designated to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and then

19

we have four seats for council members.

20

that -- I think in the past there was five seats by

21

council members.

22

where all five seats were personally held by council

23

members on the board.

24

long time.

25

personally sit on the board.

And we have to follow the CSBG law, which
Currently, we

/

\

And the

so

And historically, there had been times

That hasn't been the case in a

The most we've had in recent past is three
And, otherwise, the rest
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1

of that group appoints representatives.

2

actually sit themselves and they don't -- then they

3

don't have the fiduciary responsibility anymore because

4

they've appointed somebody on the board, and that person

5

becomes the board member.
MEMBER BOUCHARD:

6

I'm sorry.

So they don't

Can I get some

7

clarification?

8

held by council members and two seats held by people

9

appointed by council members?
MR. BAZ:

10
11

Are you saying that you have three seats

No.

Currently, we have two seats

held by council members.

12

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

13

MR. BAZ:

14

And two seats that are -- there's

one vacancy and one that's held by a representative.

15

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

16

MR. BAZ:

17

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

18

19

Two, right.

So that's four.

Yeah.
But you have four potential

seats?
MR. BAZ:

Four.

We changed that at the

20

request of the Council Chair.

21

change that from five seats down to four seats.

22

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

23

MEMBER WUKELIC:

This past year, we did

Gotcha.
I also see that absent

24

elected officials and their representatives that

25

appointed public officials or their representatives can
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1

also be included in the CSBG.

2

MR. BAZ:

3

MEMBER WUKELIC:

4

So that broadens it a little

bit.
MR. BAZ:

5

It does.

We have had a problem with

6

the mayor appointing a person to the position, though.

7

We haven't had a vacancy in that position for

8

approximately seven months.
MEMBER WUKELIC:

9

(

Correct.

But they've been saying that

10

the appointed public officials or their representatives

11

may take the place of elected officials.

12

MR. BAZ:

That's correct.

13

MEMBER WUKELIC:

In general.

So if you had a

14

few elected -- I'm sorry -- a few appointed officials,

15

that would meet the criteria of this particular grant,

16

yeah?

17

MR. BAZ:

18

MEMBER WUKELIC:

19

MEMBER PURE:

20

It could, yes.
Okay.

Thanks.

How often do you have your board

meetings?

21

MR. BAZ:

Every other month.

22

MEMBER PURE:

The two council members who are

23

participating, do they usually show up or usually don't

24

show up?

25

MR. BAZ:

Actually, they usually show up.
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1

They more show up at the committee meetings than the

2

council meetings.

MEMBER PURE:

3
4

MR. BAZ:

6

CHAIR LEACH:

Yes, they're active.

MR. BAZ:

Local government is generally -- I

be

11

CHAIR LEACH:

12

MR. BAZ:

Could it be a State House rep?

We have one seat to the State House

and one seat to the State Senate as well.
CHAIR LEACH:

14
15

Is that just council people?

I would take it as local government, which would

9

13

Yeah.

Sandy, what's the definition of

locally-elected official?

8

10

So you're saying they're active

rather than inactive?

5

7

(

So--

So you really could have no

Council people on the board and still be --

16

MR. BAZ:

In theory, yes.

17

CHAIR LEACH:

18

MR. BAZ:

In theory.

In theory, it's true, but, I mean,

19

the intent of this, as outlined by the feds in this

20

information memorandum, is to have locally-elected

21

officials on the board so there's that coordination of

22

services.

23

having that coordination.

24

MEMBER WUKELIC:

25

The low-income people are served better by

And I understand it from that

perspective, but if you look at it from the perspective
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1

of this Board, every single organization that's looking

2

for funding would also like to have a fair and equitable

3

representation.

4

that MEO or somebody else's rules and regulations

5

doesn't prevent or impede that from happening.

6

just a different perspective.

So we're looking at it, making sure

7

MR. BAZ:

8

MEMBER WUKELIC:

9
10

MEO.

It's

And it isn't --

I -- right.
I'm not saying it's against

I'm saying that we have to look and make sure that

it's fair for everybody across the table.
MR. BAZ:

11

I think you

in my opinion, you

12

preclude the Council from doing their job if you do

13

that, then.

14

five votes to get any action done on a council.

15

And if -- if one or two or three elected officials are

16

sitting on any specific nonprofit board, it still takes

17

a majority of the Council to make any decision.

18

see that case, actually, more with the Mayor's position.

19

Right?

20

County, and she's the one that -- that has direct

21

oversight of funds, operations, things like that.

22

Because the Council members -- it takes
Right?

I can

Because the Mayor is the administrator of the

MEMBER WUKELIC:

I'm just thinking of a

23

smaller organization, a smaller nonprofit, that doesn't

24

have any elected officials on their board that may not

25

be as well-known.
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MR. BAZ:

1

Well, the elected -- currently, the

2

Council members sit on small nonprofit boards as well.

3

I mean, it's not just large organizations like MEO and

4

MEDB.

They sit on very, very small nonprofits as well.

5

MEMBER WUKELIC:

6

CHAIR LEACH:

7

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

Thank you.

Jocelyn.
Sandy, I think we're clear

8

that -- on your opinion of Council members sitting on

9

nonprofit boards.

What is -- do you think -- are you in

10

agreement that they should recuse themself from voting

11

or do you think that they should be allowed to vote?
MR. BAZ:

12
13

I think it's up to them and up to

the body.

14

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

Okay.

15

MEMBER WESTFALL:

I have a question now.

16

guess I have to address it to him, so I'm not out of

17

turn here.

18

front of this body on this issue at this point.

19

heard Council members say that they are waiting for

20

something, so I'm not sure.

21

the question.

I

Adrianne mentioned that we have nothing in

22

MR. BAZ:

23

MEMBER WESTFALL:

I have

Do you know where -- here's

Okay.
Do you know if there's an

24

action in front of the Council on this, or this is just

25

information in case it comes up?

(
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MR. BAZ:

1
2

same thing to me as well.

3

status of any current item is at Councilor here.

4

that's why I brought it up.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

5
6

And so I'm not sure what the
And

It's not like they are

waiting on the Board of Ethics for something?

7

MR. BAZ:

8

MS. HEELY:

9

(

I have had Council members say the

Yeah.
If I may.

You guys did write a

response to them, but they didn't re-agendize it in

10

terms of reviewing it.

And their question dealt with

11

potential conflicts of interest and their service on

12

nonprofit boards and commissions, but they also

13

addressed their proposed rule changes, their Council

14

rules of procedure, what happens if there's a member

15

that serves on a nonprofit boards or a commission and

16

what shall they do.

17

affirmative duty to vote, but they also can request

18

abstention only upon majority vote of the whole body.

19

So they're looking at revising their rules in terms of

20

that section, whether they can vote or request from

21

or request abstention.

22

duty to disclose whether they -- they're a part of a

23

nonprofit.

24

the sitting members, too, they disclose the

25

relationship.

Because, right now, they have an

And there's also an affirmative

So I think that's been regular practice of

So--
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1
2

MR. BAZ:
disclosure.

3

MEMBER GUY:

4

MR. BAZ:

5

MS. HEELY:

6

MEMBER WESTFALL:

7

9

\

They didn't re-agendize it yet.

MS. HEELY:

So there is nobody waiting

Right.

You guys are done with

what you responded.
MEMBER GUY:

11

MR. BAZ:

12

MEMBER GUY:

13

budget is 22 million?

Sandy

Yes.

14

MR. BAZ:

15

MEMBER GUY:

you said that your annual

The total funded budget, yeah.
Okay.

And 50 percent comes from

the County, so that's about 10, 11 million?
MR. BAZ:

17

\

Yes.

10

16

Sandy

for anything?

8

(

Yeah, they've had regular

Let me rephrase that.

The current

18

-- the annual organizational budget that is

the

19

organizational information return, our 990, shows about

20

a 15-mi11ion-dollar budget.

21

annually.

22

we get approximately 7, 8 million dollars.

23

don't have that number in front of me.

That's what is expended

And that is -- that's 50 percent County.

24

MEMBER GUY:

25

MR. BAZ:

I'm sorry I

That's fine.

And then we have grants that run
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1

longer than one year.

2

difference from the budget.

3

is actually a federal fiscal year.

4

year is July through June.

5

grants, we have some 36-month grants, stuff like that.

6

Because MEO's fiscal year
The County's fiscal

And we have some 18-month

My question is -- you know, MEO

7

is a well-respected agency, provides a great deal of

8

services from birth to, you know, the --

9

10

(

MEMBER GUY:

And that's why the -- the

MR. BAZ:

Yeah.
years.

MEMBER GUY:

If you were not with

11

MEO, and an agency -- the County only had $8 million to

12

give and it was gonna be to one agency, and it wasn't

13

gonna be to yours, what would be the solution?

14

would you recommend to us?

15

a budget crunch.

What

In other words, we're facing

I'm familiar with that.

16

MR. BAZ:

Right.

17

MEMBER GUY:

But if the $8 million had to be

18

parceled and you were not the MEO representative and you

19

were bidding for that $8 million --

20

MR. BAZ:

The County Council's responsibility

21

to make decisions on funding of nonprofits, if you wanna

22

say that, you know, services that are gonna be provided

23

by a nonprofit, is to the citizens that pay the taxes

24

and vote them into office.

25

do that, then the decisions that they make shouldn't be

Right?

So if they have to
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1

based on who is at any nonprofit, whether it's me or

2

Jocelyn or anybody that's at a certain nonprofit.

3

they should be basing those decisions on information

4

that's gathered from all of their interactions in the

5

community.

6

community hearings starting next week, listening to

7

testimony for hours on end from the community on how

8

they should be allocating the resources of the

9

community.

Which they're gonna be going out to the

MEMBER GUY:

10

And

Okay.

Last question for me.

Do

11

the officials get any help with transportation to

12

fund-raisers, buses, delivery services?

13

senior citizens who can't drive at night, does MEO help

14

them out with their transportation needs?

You know,

I

I

\

MR. BAZ:

15

MEO contracts with them.

Yeah, they

16

actually hire us to provide transportation to non

17

what do you call

18

partisan events, but we can -- we're a bus service, too.

19

We can charter -- the schools charter us for different

20

things.

nonpartisan events.

Yeah.

21

MEMBER GUY:

22

MR. BAZ:

23

We can't do

Okay.

We've had weddings charter us for --

to do --

24

MEMBER GUY:

25

MR. BAZ:

So they hire it?

Yes.

Yeah.

They pay for those
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1

services.

2

Council event, it's -- they hire us to do that.

3

senior club will pay for the transportation, but it's

4

paid for.

5

that.

6

(
\

Yeah.

So in case you see an MEO bus at a
Or the

Yeah, we don't have money to operate like

MS. HEELY:

I just wanna refocus everyone's

7

attention that this is just public testimony.

And I

8

guess what the Board is struggling with, too, is that

9

they're charged, like Council members, to follow the

10

Charter and the duties they are under to determine where

11

a potential conflict of interest may exist and issue an

12

advisory when requested or recommend corrective action.

13

But I think that's what led to the communication back to

14

Council Chair's request in terms of the Board's opinion

15

on Council members' service on nonprofit boards and

16

commissions.

17

MR. BAZ:

And, again, apologize for --

18

MS. HEELY:

19

MR. BAZ:

No.
-- not understanding what was on --

20

the status of items.

21

but I wanted to make sure, if there was discussion about

22

it, to express my opinion on it.

23

MEMBER GUY:

I didn't see it on today's agenda,

I think we're all grateful for

24

the clarity that you brought to us.

25

really glad that you came.

I think we're

So thank you.
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1

CHAIR LEACH:

2

questions for Mr. Baz?

Thank you.

3

MEMBER WUKELIC:

4

CHAIR LEACH:

5

MR. BAZ:

6

CHAIR LEACH:

7

MR. BAZ:

8

CHAIR LEACH:

9

No.

Are there any or

I'm good.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Baz.

Thank you.
Nice seeing you.

Great.

Thanks.

Next agenda item is -- before we

go to 5, just one more item.

As your Chair, and I speak

10

for the whole body of the Board, that we have the best

11

Deputy Corporation Counsel and Board Secretary that any

12

Board has.

13

MEMBER GUY:

14

CHAIR LEACH:

15

(Applause. )

16

CHAIR LEACH:

Absolutely.

Absolutely.

(
\

\

So how about a hand to them?

For organizing an unorganized

17

group, they are fantastic.

18

thank you for making my job

19

MEMBER GUY:

20

CHAIR LEACH:

I just wanna personally say

Maybe we're on too many boards.
I want to thank Kristi.

You

21

have really helped me and this Board immensely.

And

22

helped the County, also, by keeping everything on track

23

and organized.

24

our Deputy Corporation Counsel to keep us on track.

25

Thank you very much.

MS. HEELY:

And the wisdom of

Thank goodness you didn't need any

(
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1

other Corporation Counsel.

2

CHAIR LEACH:

3

MS. HEELY:

It's our pleasure working with you

5

MS. UEOKA:

Definitely.

6

CHAIR LEACH:

7

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

4

Thank you very much.

folks.

So Item 5
So Item 5, as the

8

Vice-Chair, I'd like to read this resolution of the Maui

9

County Board of Ethics.

Whereas the County Board of

was established by the Charter of Maui, by

10

Ethics has

11

the County of Maui, in 1977, and whereas since April

12

2005, Randol Leach has served as a Member of the County

13

-- of the Maui County Board of Ethics, and whereas

14

Randol Leach served the Maui County Board of Ethics with

15

dedication and provided valuable guidance in serving the

16

needs of the employees and people of Maui County, and

17

whereas Randol Leach's term of office expires on March

18

31st, 2010, now, therefore, be it resolved by the Maui

19

County Board of Ethics that it does hereby express its

20

deepest gratitude and appreciation to Randol Leach for

21

his service during the past five years, and does hereby

22

extend its best wishes in his future endeavors.

23

it further resolved that copies of this resolution be

24

transmitted to the Honorable Charmaine Tavares, Mayor of

25

the County of Maui, and the Honorable Danny A. Mateo,
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1

Chairman of the Maui County Council.

2

(Applause. )

3

CHAIR LEACH:

4

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

5

Thank you.

koa with a gold plate on the bottom.

6

CHAIR LEACH:

7

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

8

MS. HEELY:

The County doesn't have the

And the value is under $50, so you

don't have to disclose it.
CHAIR LEACH:

11

12

And pictures?

budget.

9

10

We're gonna encase this in

next Chair.

13

Enough about me.

Thank you.

Let's go to

Thank you very much, Nane.

Item 6, election of new Chair, Vice-Chair and

14

Secretary for the next Board year which will start April

15

1st.

Are there any nominations from the floor?
MEMBER GUY:

16

I nominate Nane Aluli for Chair

17

and Mike Westfall for Vice-Chair.

18

MEMBER PURE:

19

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

20

I'll second that.

guess you can't do that.

21

CHAIR LEACH:

22

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

23

Is there any discussion?
I was gonna recommend Mike

Westfall as the Chair.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

24
25

I was gonna third it, but I

No.

Leave it like she did

it.
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(

1

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

2

CHAIR LEACH:

Okay.

All right.

All in favor of the nomination

3

of Nane Aluli as Chair and Michael Westfall as

4

Vice-Chair, say "aye."

5

(A chorus of ayes.)

6

CHAIR LEACH:

7

(Silence. )

8

CHAIR LEACH:

9

Now I'm going to open up the nominations for

10

Secretary.

11

Jocelyn Bouchard.

Opposed?

Thank you.

Our current secretary extraordinaire is

12

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

13

CHAIR LEACH:

14

MEMBER GUY:

15

Just for information purposes.
I thought that was a lifetime

job.

16

CHAIR LEACH:

17

MEMBER WUKELIC:

18

Is there a nomination?

MS. HEELY:

20

CHAIR LEACH:

21

MEMBER WUKELIC:

23
24
25

I have a question.

Can

somebody be voted in more than one time?

19

22

It's a tough job.

Yes.
Uh-huh.
Okay.

I nominate Jocelyn

Bouchard.
MS. HEELY:

You can't serve on two consecutive

boards -- two consecutive terms on the same board.
CHAIR LEACH:

She can be an officer more than
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1

once?

2

MS. HEELY:

3

MEMBER WUKELIC:

4

Yes.
I can

nominate her again for this position?

5

CHAIR LEACH:

6

MS. HEELY:

7

MEMBER WUKELIC:

8

You can do that?

Yes.
Yes.
I nominate her again for this

position.
MEMBER GUY:

9
10

CHAIR LEACH:

11

(Silence. )

12

CHAIR LEACH:

Second.
Any discussion?

All in favor of Jocelyn Bouchard

13

as our Secretary for this next year, your secretary for

14

next year, say "aye."

(

\

15

(A chorus of ayes.)

16

CHAIR LEACH:

17

(Silence. )

18

CHAIR LEACH:

19

MEMBER PURE:

21

MEMBER GUY:

22

CHAIR LEACH:

Thanks for

That was quick and dirty.
Yeah.
That's this Board.

We get the

job done.
Item 7, Old Business.

24
25

Congratulations.

stepping up again, Jocelyn.

20

23

Opposed?

Financial Disclosures,

none.

\.
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1

7b, Communication Items, none.

2

7c, Report from our Rules Review Subcommittee.

3

Michael, are you the head of that committee?

4

MEMBER WESTFALL:

5

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

6

I'm a member.

He is our very

well-informed, well-researched member, yes.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

7

(

I don't know.

We had a meeting today, Nane

8

and Marti and myself.

It was a very good meeting.

I

9

think what I'll describe is we kind of, I think, carne up

10

with a process that we're going to use to attack this.

11

I actually sort of redrafted the rules already, but

12

there is so much stuff in here that we need to discuss,

13

I'm going to distribute this to the members of the

14

subcommittee.
What we've decided to do is -- through this,

15
16

there's sort of two aspects.

The first aspect is

17

looking at the rules from the format, the style, how we

18

disseminate it against the public and whatnot.

And I

19

will just sort of tease you with a few things.

If you

20

look at the Honolulu rules, they're, basically, all on a

21

web page.

22

what we've discovered is we have six different

23

authorities over our rules.

24

rules, you just click to that site and it takes you

25

right there.

And if there's any cite to another rule

It's very confusing.

Their

So there's lots of different ways that we
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(

1

might want to present the rules.

2

perspective that we wanna look at.

So that's one

3

The second one is looking at more sort of

4

substantive issues that are coming up or within the

5

rules.

6

it's a two-part issue.

7

for?

The one large one is the issue of -- actually,
What's the term I'm searching

8

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

9

MEMBER WESTFALL:

Enforceable.
When we issued advisory

10

opinions providing disciplinary suggestions or, you

11

know, you gotta do something, right now we don't have

12

while we can suggest anything, we have no enforcement

13

act over that.

14

been looking at this.

15

discussion amongst ourselves if that's the direction we

16

want to go.

17

do business.

18

an advisory opinion and we tell somebody not to do

19

something, then we got to go watch and make sure they do

20

it, and what do we do if they don't do it.

21

radically changes sort of our focus.

22

pros and cons to that.

23

The State legislature, as you know, has
And so we wanted to have a

That will significantly change the way we
And what I mean by that is if we send out

So it

And there's some

Some other aspects -- Marti was encouraged by

24

this -- is education.

Right now, we really don't have a

25

charge on this Board to educate the people we're charged
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1

with, employees.

We don't have any pamphlets, we don't

2

tell them what a conflict of interest is.

3

other jurisdictions, they all have very robust processes

4

that go on at all times on an education or preventive

5

medicine thing.

Honolulu, the

So we want to look at that.

6

And let's see.

There's several other things.

7

What we have decided to do is meet again next

8

month and add to any of these things.

And we would

9

invite any of you to add to any of these things.

What I

10

will do is I'll send Adrianne the memo and maybe we can

11

just circulate that out.

12

issues that they would like us to discuss, we can go

13

ahead and do that.

14

So if anyone else has some

Then what we're going to do is go ahead and

15

spend a couple months and, at each meeting, we'll have

16

one of these issues and we'll bring it forward.

17

try to do the research of the pros and cons, and then

18

let the Board have a discussion, which ultimately gives

19

us some directions on how we might draft this thing.

20

So we're looking at about a six-month process,

21

at the soonest.

22

have some work to do to change this.

When Adrianne gets back, she's going to

23

So that's kind of where we are at.

24

CHAIR LEACH:

25

We'll

Then what happens after we have

a template of what we would like to have?

(
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\

(

MEMBER WESTFALL:

1

Well, what Adrianne shared

2

with us today is there's another, I'm going to say,

3

three-month process that's regulated by state statutes,

4

there's hearings.

5

to be the ones to approve the drafting of this.

6

not us, we'll have real attorneys doing it.

7

step one.

Corporation Counsel is actually going

8

CHAIR LEACH:

9

MEMBER WESTFALL:

So it's

So that's

Not people that act like them.
So this goes to them first.

10

You know, once we get our input as to where the Board

11

wants to go on some of these more critical issues, we'll

12

get into writing, it goes to the attorneys, for them to

13

clean it up, then we have public hearings.

14

that point, it becomes rules.

15

And then, at

I think one of the issues that we came up

16

today with, which I found a little bit interesting, is

17

there's a lot of stuff that, apparently, we can put in

18

our rules that we don't have to go through an ordinance,

19

we don't have to make it a law.

20

issue of issuing fines, I guess the State statutes allow

21

us, as a body, to adopt that rule.

22

how to say it -- there's not a million levels above us

23

that we have to go through in order to get this through.

24

It's really the pleasure of

25

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

For instance, this

So we don't have --

Let me ask Adrianne this
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1

question.

2

Adrianne, that if we do get -- if we do make it an

3

ordinance -- for instance, if we get to the point where

4

we decide that we can enforce, it would be in our best

5

interest to get it at the ordinance level just to

6

protect ourselves?
MS. HEELY:

7

8
9

10

If I heard you correctly, though, you said,

Ordinance is always good because

it's law.
VICE-CHAIR ALULI:
MS. HEELY:

I mean, that's --

The County law, right.

But that

11

requires more steps and, you know, hearings before

12

Council committees and Council.

13

though, and it changes the Maui County Code.

14

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

15

MS. HEELY:

Then it becomes law,

Right.

But in terms of revising your own

16

rules, your Administrative Rules that describes your

17

process of review of financial disclosures, your

18

complaint process, et cetera, that's within your own

19

discretion.

20

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

21

MS. HEELY:

All we have --

The Charter says boards and

22

commissions are free to make their own rules and

23

practices of procedure.

24
25

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:
enforcement, right?

Up to the point of

To the point of enforcement,
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1

correct, and fine collecting and so forth?

2

MS. HEELY:

3

MEMBER GUY:

On that fine -- and I'm not

4

saying I'm for or against fining capacity -- are you

5

saying to us there's already enabling legislation that

6

would allow us to adopt it without what's going forward

7

in the legislature today?
MEMBER WESTFALL:

8

9

(

Yes.

I'll answer your question

sort of roundabout.

10

MEMBER GUY:

Okay.

11

MEMBER WESTFALL:

When I look at Honolulu,

12

they have all kinds of fines.

13

there is already state statutes that allowed them to do

14

that.
MS. HEELY:

15

So I have to assume that

Just to bring an example.

You

16

guys saw recently in the news, Rod Tam was imposed

17

$13,700 fine by the Honolulu State Ethics Commission.

18

MEMBER PURE:

19

MS. HEELY:

20

some fining authority.

21

CHAIR LEACH:

22

though.

23

items.

24
25

That was one lunch.
Right.

So, I mean, they must have

That wasn't really a fine,

That was just reimbursement of questionable

MS. HEELY:

Right.

Right.

And he volunteered

to -- exactly.

(
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MEMBER WESTFALL:

1
2

he has to do something.

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

4

CHAIR LEACH:
fine someone.

6

go --

We can't do that.

Is there an appealable -- say we

Can they appeal that, you know, when we

MS. HEELY:

7

(

And

3

5

Again, they're telling him

Right.

State law, Chapter 91,

8

allows for appeals of administrative hearings or

9

administrative orders directly to the Supreme

I'm

10

sorry -- Circuit Court.

11

law.

12

Ethics Section, I think it's 10-5, which allows possible

13

penalties up to and including -- or set by ordinance,

14

which, if you go back to the Maui County Code, it's up

15

to $1,000 fine.

16

your rules require a hearing, informal hearing, formal

17

hearing, then recommended findings to the prosecuting

18

attorney's office for imposition of a fine.

19

like a lot of legwork before you guys have that

20

enforcing

21

So that's covered under State

And there is a Charter provision under the Code of

But then, before you guys get to that,

MEMBER WESTFALL:

So it seems

I would also add, we are

22

looking at the complaint process very closely and trying

23

to make that more user friendly, more efficient, more

24

everything.

25

complaints go through a preliminary inquiry before they

All the other jurisdictions, most of the

(
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1

even get to the board.

2

always asking about, is it signed, somebody has already

3

determined that before.

4

that we're looking at.

So that's another large area

MEMBER WUKELIC:

5

Michael, when you send that

6

two-page memo to Adrianne, could you add the website

7

link to the Honolulu site --

8

MEMBER WESTFALL:

9

MEMBER WUKELIC:

10

Sure.
-- showing us?

Because

that's like a real nice template.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

11

(

So all the questions we're

The other disadvantage --

12

I'm sorry -- you're right, we have great staff here.

13

All the other jurisdictions, they have full-time

14

departments and offices to do what these guys do.

15

CHAIR LEACH:

16

(Silence. )

17

CHAIR LEACH:

18

MEMBER GUY:

19

CHAIR LEACH:

Any more comments or questions?

Thank you.
Thank you.
7d, review and approve the

20

Advisory Opinion of JoAnn Inamasu from last month's

21

meeting.

22

MEMBER GUY:

Chair, I know that we are an

23

action-oriented board and we move quickly, so I'm very

24

chagrin to -- I'm glad that Sandy came here.

25

that we're looking at this before issuing it.
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(

1

some real reservations.

What's happening is MEO is a

2

highly regarded nonprofit.

3

can tell, is a very ethically-bound gal, she understood

4

how the conflicts can appear.

5

because we have such high regard for the people who are

6

in front of us, I think we may be clouding the overall

7

issue of whether this should happen, whether they should

8

sit on boards, whether there is a conflict that can't be

9

resolved by recusing yourself.

This gal, JoAnn Inamasu, you

And so what happens is,

And I'm really

10

uncomfortable with issuing a sure-go-ahead kind of

11

letter.

12

of the Board, but I think this bears more discussion.

13

If he thought it bore more discussion -- Sandy doesn't

14

just show up, you know.

15

wanted to protect.

16

But our position might be a little different.

And, you know, I'll submit to the will

It was something he really

And I agree, we should protect it.

MEMBER WUKELIC:

17
18

I know.

I don't see -- I don't -- I

don't understand -- I don't understand what you're -MEMBER GUY:

19

Well, she wants to be

she

20

wants an opinion on whether she can serve on an advisory

21

board.

22

MEMBER WUKELIC:

And we're saying, as long as

23

you don't do these things.

What's your problem with

24

that, though?

25

-- I didn't mean that to sound real casual, it's just me

That's what I don't understand.
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(

1

asking you.
MEMBER GUY:

2
3

I understand what

you're saying.

4

Currently, she is in the Office of Economic

5

Development, okay, which helps all sorts of businesses.

6

And we want to encourage that in the County of Maui.

7

Economic velocity is what's going to help our County as

8

a whole.

9

(

No, no, no.

My problem here is that if she's in that

10

office and her job is to help everybody, one, does she

11

really need to be on an advisory?

12

in the course of her business day.

13

she's -- if she's charged with doing other businesses,

14

are we sending a message that you might get special

15

treatment if you get somebody on your advisory board?

16

Might it send an unintended consequence that because

17

she's on somebody else's advisory board, we won't

18

attract another type of business situation.

19

just too many questions that I think come up when

20

they're representing one specific board.

21

MEMBER PURE:

She's gonna help them
Okay.

Secondly, if

There's

And I would also say that every

22

single person that has come before us in the last year

23

was known to somebody or more than somebody here.

24

MEMBER GUY:

25

MEMBER PURE:

Right.
And they're always nice people,
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1

and we all know them and we know what they do, because

2

we live on a small island.

3

all the time.

So that issue is out there

4

MEMBER GUY:

Right.

5

MEMBER PURE:

No question about it.

6

CHAIR LEACH:

Any more discussion?

7

(Silence. )

8

CHAIR LEACH:

9

MEMBER GUY:

Those are points well taken.
Okay.

10

CHAIR LEACH:

That's why we have this Board.

11

MEMBER WESTFALL:

I guess I'll just make a

12

comment.

I have some concerns with this, also.

And I

13

couldn't find -- well, the concern I had is let's say it

14

wasn't this person, and this was some sort of developer

15

out in Paia, Paia Land Company, and they wanted somebody

16

from the Planning Department or Public Works to serve.

17

There would be a little different reaction, I think,

18

than someone in this capacity.

19

through all the rules.

20

perspective of this is an employee who has a part-time

21

job, whether it's compensated or not.

22

she doesn't cross that line, I can't tell her, no, she

23

can't do this.

24

letter states it in here

25

walking a very thin line on this thing.

However, I tried to go

And I looked at this from the

And as long as

I can point out -- and I think the
that, you know, you're

(
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So the other aspect, which sort of helps

1
2

because we've got that letter, she's also not serving in

3

a fiduciary capacity, which seems to be the litmus test

4

in the letter we got from the State.

5

I'm a little uncomfortable with this, I think she's

6

right up against the line.

7

her "no" based on the rules at this point.
MEMBER WUKELIC:

8
9

MEMBER WESTFALL:

11

MEMBER WUKELIC:

I think one of the things

Good to know, but
-- came up with -- I'm sorry.

Did I interrupt you?
MEMBER WESTFALL:

13

(

I don't see how I can tell

that we kind of --

10

12

So while, yeah,

No, no.

14

I just said.

15

can do is give her guidance.

I just said we can't tell her "no," all we

MEMBER WUKELIC:

16

Let me correct what

It's like, almost, I find

17

this in all kinds of things, from parenting to Board of

18

Ethics to management, again.

19

general across-the-board this is it in every situation.

20

There's a little bit of a case-by-case basis that comes

21

into it.

22

isn't it a situation where the baseball thing was kind

23

of moving out of what she regularly does, anyway?

24

moving into a different part of the thing?

25

for detail here.

It's really hard to have a

And I don't really remember the details, but
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1

One of the things that I came up with when I

2

weighed all that stuff was that she isn't really going

3

to be doing the same thing with them in her work

4

capacity anymore.

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

5

(

Am I dreaming this?
No.

I think that she did

6

say that.

And, you know, I kind of -- I kind of

7

understand what -- what Gretchen is saying, definitely.

8

Because, unfortunately, I was off island when you guys

9

had the conversation about the nonprofits.

Because, as

10

you might imagine, I have some very strong feelings

11

about that, as do a lot of other nonprofits, as was

12

indicated.

13

This one I didn't feel was as direct because I -- I'm

14

not -- what I -- I kind of agree with Marti.

15

impression that anything that was done with this

16

baseball team and Office of Economic Development was

17

pretty much done with, and certainly in terms of fiscal

18

support.

19

impression, I might reconsider this as well.

20

just about giving money, it's about understanding the

21

group, it's about having a buy-in to the group or the

22

agency or whatever it is, and, therefore, wanting to

23

see -- you know, it's only human nature that you're

24

gonna want to see something that you believe in --

25

So, I mean, I hear what you guys are saying.

I got the

But if I -- if that was wrong, a wrong

MEMBER GUY:

Succeed.
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1

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

2

MEMBER GUY:

3

Yes.

Absolutely.

And it's not

an opposition to them giving
MEMBER BOUCHARD:

4

5

Yes.

I agree.

I don't have any

opposition to --

6

MEMBER GUY:

7

the fact he comes in.

8

row where we've dealt with that kind of a conflict.

9

Okay.

No.

It's just such a sticky wicket in
This is the third meeting in a

I'm willing to sign, I just think that this

10

deserves a little more attention.

11

issue, not her letter, but the overall issue.

12

CHAIR LEACH:

Not this particular

That's another reason why we

13

don't want to look at hypotheticals.

14

each individual case.

15

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

16

MEMBER WUKELIC:

17

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

18

CHAIR LEACH:

19
20

types of items.

We have to look at

Each situation.
Right.
I think you're right.

We can't broad stroke these

Any more discussion?

MS. HEELY:

Just for a little bit more peace

21

of mind to the Board, I think, correct me if I'm wrong,

22

she did testify that, in OED, they give grant -- they

23

review grant applications for nonprofit organizations.

24

And XnE, Inc., which she wants to sit on the advisory

25

board, will never come before OED because they're a
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1

for-profit organization.

2

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

3

MS. HEELY:

She just wanted to sit and help on

4

their advisory in terms of going to another County

5

department and getting permitting for playing games

6

here.
MEMBER GUY:

7

Well, since you brought that up,

8

there was another discussion outside of here where they

9

are using a nonprofit to funnel money.

10

MS. HEELY:

11

MEMBER GUY:

12

Right.
Yeah.

Okay.

So--

The testimony?
So, I mean, they will be

coming before us.
MS. HEELY:

13

(

That was it.

So maybe a suggestion for future

14

opinions, if the Board wants to c.c. the company that

15

they're working for,

16

employee may be cautioned or is cautioned for using --

17

just a thought.

18

that at the time that they were questioning Ms. Inamasu.

just a reminding letter that this

I know the Board didn't act or discuss

MEMBER WESTFALL:

19
20

anything.

21

change my mind, correct?

22
23
24
25

This doesn't bind us to

So next meeting, if I change my mind, I can

MS. HEELY:

Yes.

You can always revisit

something that's been previously adopted.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

Well, let me clarify.

her, but, you know --
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1

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

The issue.

2

MEMBER WESTFALL:

-- the next person comes

3

up --

4

MEMBER WUKELIC:

5

MEMBER WESTFALL:

6

we're not locked into this?

7

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

8

MEMBER WUKELIC:

9

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

10

-- with a similar issue,

Right.
Case by case.
Or even if a specific

situation came up with this, this relationship.
MS. HEELY:

11

(

Case by case.

Right.

And Kristi just reminded

12

me, and she put it more clear than I was trying to say,

13

but you guys could move to send a copy of this advisory

14

to XnE, Inc.

15

Executive Session.
CHAIR LEACH:

16
17

This was in Regular Session; it wasn't in

that.

18

MEMBER GUY:

19

MS. HEELY:

20

No.

That's muddy.

You don't want to make a precedent

of sending -VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

21
22

I don't think we need to do

To everybody else in the

future.
CHAIR LEACH:

23

If they were with her and they

24

had a representative with her, maybe that would be

25

different.

But she --

I

\
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MS. HEELY:

1
2

And your guys' charge is employees

of Maui County, not for-profit organizations.
CHAIR LEACH:

3

Okay.

Is there a motion to

4

approve the Advisory Opinion 10A-2?

5

MEMBER WUKELIC:

6

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

7

CHAIR LEACH:

8

Second.

Is there any more discussion?

All in favor, say "aye."
(A chorus of ayes.)

9
10

CHAIR LEACH:

11

(Silence. )

12

CHAIR LEACH:

13

I so move.

Opposed?

Thank you.

On to New Business,

8a, Financial Disclosures.

(

\

MS. HEELY:

14

Before you guys get into any

15

motion or discussion, I did speak with Councilmember

16

Kaho'ohalahala in regards to your guys' question because

17

he left his source of retirement income blank on his

18

form that was previously acknowledged at the last

19

meeting.

20

he did inform me that's from his State retirement.

21

But he updated it on this form, included, and

MEMBER PURE:

I have a question.

And I don't

22

know whether anybody picked this up, or is the Board

23

concerned, on Mr. Nishiki's financial statement, under

24

source for retirement, it says "retirement."

25

be asking for something specific?
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MEMBER BOUCHARD:

1
2

people that just wrote "retirement" and didn't specify

3

where it came from.
MEMBER PURE:

4

Well, since we're the Board of

5

Ethics and we're looking at potential conflicts of

6

interest

7

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

8

MEMBER PURE:

9

11

I think we need the source.

MEMBER WUKELIC:

MEMBER PURE:

13

MEMBER WUKELIC:

14

MEMBER PURE:

15

MEMBER WUKELIC:

MEMBER GUY:

Huh?

Says-No.

Do we ask -- if they

We did for Sol Kaho'ohalahala, as

she mentioned.
MEMBER PURE:

19
20

It says source.

only put "retirement," do we ask them for details?

17
18

Do we ask that when they put

retirement?

12

16

Right, no.

And, again, I don't know how anybody else feels on this.

10

(

I think there was several

99 percent of these have where

it comes from.
MEMBER WUKELIC:

21

Okay.

So then if we ask for

22

somebody, then we have to always ask if they just put

23

that.

24
25

CHAIR LEACH:
in progress.

This form is, as usual, a work

It's just how detailed you want to be.
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1

But we should be consistent.
MEMBER PURE:

2

I only say that because it sort

3

of stuck out in the sense that everybody -- every form I

4

looked at, under that column, where it says "source," it

5

lists, you know, where it came from.
MS. HEELY:

6

And I just -- I'll read the rule

7

that talks about contents of disclosure.

Page 16,

8

Section 04-101-31(2) says, "Financial disclosure shall

9

be signed, dated, and shall include the following

10

information."

(2) says the source and amount of all

11

income received the preceding calendar year by the

12

person, the person's spouse, jointly, or by the person's

13

dependent child, so it does say "source."

14

the Board's pleasure, I could make a call, but this

15

doesn't preclude you from acknowledging receipt of his

16

filed financial disclosure statement dated this day to

17

avoid that issue.

18

have an inquiry, at the next meeting,

19

with Mr. Kaho'ohalahala's.

And if it's

I
I

\

And I can update the Board, if they

20

CHAIR LEACH:

21

MEMBER GUY:

22

just like I did

Any more discussion on that?
Because we are looking for

conflicts of interest, I think the information -CHAIR LEACH:

23

Is everyone okay that Adrianne

24

will contact Mr. Nishiki to get a little more detail on

25

the --
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MEMBER WUKELIC:

1
2

just did for another council member, so, yes.
CHAIR LEACH:

3

We'll do that.

Any more

4

questions on the financial disclosures listed in 8a?

5

there a motion?
VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

6

Is

I'll make a motion that we

7

accept the financial disclosures of Gladys Baisa, Robert

8

Carroll, Mary Cochran, Alan Fukuyama, Tamara Horcajo,

9

Jeffrey Hunt, Jo Anne Johnson, Sol Kaho'ohalahala, Gregg

10

Kresge and Traci Villarosa, and that we get

11

clarification on the retirement -- source of retirement

12

income from Wayne Nishiki.
MS. HEELY:

13
(,

It's consistent with what we

If I could make a recommendation

14

that we don't use the word "accept," but just

15

acknowledge receipt.

16

VICE-CHAIR ALULi:

17

MS. HEELY:

18

CHAIR LEACH:

19

MEMBER WUKELIC:

20

CHAIR LEACH:

21

favor,

Acknowledge receipt.

That's what the rules state.
Of the financial disclosures.
Second.

Any more discussion?

say "aye."

22

(A chorus of ayes.)

23

CHAIR LEACH:

24

(Silence. )

25

CHAIR LEACH:

Opposed?

Next agenda item, 8b,
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1

Communication Item.

2

Melissa Vomvoris.

3

refresh their memory.

I will give everyone a second to

MEMBER PURE:

4

Adrianne, this is an awfully

5

clear to-the-point letter written by an attorney.

6

is not legalese.

Maybe the Board can forward a copy

8

to Mr. Baz, too, for his information.

9

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:
MEMBER PURE:

10
11

This

It, actually, is very easy.

MS. HEELY:

7

Yeah, it was really clear.

I thought it was very clear and

very informative and right to the point.
MS. HEELY:

12
(

Bi, email correspondence from

I've been informed that this

13

letter was also transmitted to the Council Chair, too,

14

and their staff.
MEMBER PURE:

15

Because we were wrestling with a

16

lot of these things.

17

MS. HEELY:

18

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

19

understandably.
Yeah.

CHAIR LEACH:
item?

Is there any discussion on this

Okay.
MEMBER BOUCHARD:

22

Should we make a motion to

23

send it to the Council Chair?

24

do that?

25

It was pretty

obvious.

20
21

~eah,

CHAIR LEACH:

Or, no, we don't need to

We don't need a motion, but --
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1

MS. HEELY:

2

CHAIR LEACH:

3
4

Just send him a copy, okay.

Thank you.
Next item on the agenda, 8c, Lobbyist

5

Registration.

6

one from Carol Pregi11.

7

registrations.

8
9

(

Good.

I could send him a copy.

8d.

We have two, one from Steven Bumbar and
We'll accept those

I asked Adrianne a couple meetings ago,

we've had some situations during this past number of

10

years, when can someone vote on an issue that's brought

11

up, to forward an item for discussion or when you can't

12

vote on an item.

13

or disapprove something?

14

Rules -- I don't know if I made myself clear, but

15

remember when we had the person that was talking about

16

the real estate --

Is it just the final vote to approve

17

MS. HEELY:

18

CHAIR LEACH:

Basically, in the Robert's

J.B. Guard.
Yeah, J.B. Guard.

That one of

19

the board members voted to continue an item or not

20

continue an item, but not actually vote on, you know,

21

the final -- the final vote.

22

discussion going or to keep an item on an agenda.

23

the real definition of that is, when you're not allowed

24

to vote on an item, is that on all items pertaining to

25

that issue or just the final issue of, you know, yea or

It was just to keep
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1

nay?

Does everyone understand what I'm asking?

2

MEMBER GUY:

3

CHAIR LEACH:

4

I follow you so far.

So I asked Adrianne to kind of

give us some insight, you know, how do we -MS. HEELY:

5

(

Uh-huh.

And I did discuss this with my

6

other fellow deputies, too, as well.

And they didn't

7

see a problem with voting on the procedural matter of

8

deferral, but there's also the issue of conflict of

9

interest.

For example, with that example that came up

10

with the Planning Commissioner J.B. Guard, who retired,

11

was the partner in the real estate transaction with the

12

person that was before the Planning Commission who had a

13

complaint, and come and approach us saying this was a

14

conflict.

15

only vote that was taken was to defer it.

16

question then arose whether J.B. Guard, the Planning

17

Commission member, voting on the deferral was a conflict

18

of interest.

19

And after we reviewed the minutes, we saw the
But the

I found two places in Robert's Rules of Order

20

that kind of briefly talk about it.

It talks that you

21

have a right of abstention.

22

the duty of every member who has an opinion on a

23

question to express it by his vote, he can abstain since

24

he cannot be compelled to vote.

25

specific reference to abstaining from voting on a

And it says, although it is

And then there's also a
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(

1

question of direct personal interest.

So maybe it

2

requires, one, a look at each board's or commission's

3

rules of practice and procedure, whether it says

4

something about a conflict of interest, or if it's

5

really specific in terms of voting on nonsubstantive or

6

non-conflicting matters, voting on procedural matters.

7

That may provide guidance.

8

abstaining from voting on a question of direct or

9

personal interest, no member should vote on a question

But the Robert's Rules says

10

in which he has a direct personal or pecuniary interest

11

not common to other members of the organization.

12

that kind of gives some guidance because it, arguably,

13

in that situation that we gave earlier, would be said

14

that Mr. Guard did not have a pecuniary interest in this

15

matter being deferred because it didn't involve him and

16

it was a common question to the whole Board.
VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

17
18

interest?

19

development?

He did not have pecuniary

He did, though, didn't he, in that
Because wasn't he a partner?

20

MS. HEELY:

21

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

22

So

In the real estate
In the real estate

transaction.
MEMBER WESTFALL:

23

He was a partner, but he was

24

listing a piece of property with the subject somewhere

25

else.

The property that they were arguing, he didn't
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2

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

3

MEMBER WESTFALL:

4
5
6
7
8
9

(

have anything to do with that.
Oh.

Oh.

Oh, okay.

The conflict was he had a

"business relationship."
VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

Relationship because he was

the realtor -MEMBER WESTFALL:

Well, you had joint listing

of some properties.
MS. HEELY:

And, arguably, it would -- if he

10

were to vote to approve the permit or project, it would

11

have a pecuniary or conflict of interest versus

12

deferring it and not approving it.

13

more procedural question than a more conflict of --

14

CHAIR LEACH:

Sometimes deferring something or

15

putting something on an agenda

16

MS. HEELY:

17

CHAIR LEACH:

It never gets addressed.
Yeah.

If you have a conflict,

18

you have a conflict.

19

or it's not gonna be alive, to me --

20

MS. HEELY:

So I think it's a

If you're keeping it alive or --

Right.

So then the Board did its

21

job in analyzing that he retired and so the issue became

22

moot and there was no action taken on that particular

23

application.

24

section of Robert's Rules where it says exactly what the

25

Chair just mentioned, postpone to a certain time or

But then I go on to look at another
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1

postpone indefinitely.

The motion to postpone to a

2

certain time or postpone indefinitely, or postpone, is

3

the motion by which action on a pending question can be

4

put off within limits to a definite day, meeting or hour

5

or until after a certain event.

6

should be avoided since it is often subject to vague or

7

-- subject to vague usage.

8

regardless of how much debate there has been on the

9

motion it proposes to postpone.

The expression to defer

The motion can be moved

So that sentence, I

10

think, is pretty clear in terms of that motion can

11

always be moved upon, depending what the surrounding

12

debate is.
So I'm not sure if that clarified things or

13

(
14

made it more confusing, but I think it takes a close

15

look at each board's or commission's respective rules of

16

procedure, if they can vote or abstain, and each

17

specific situation, whether they think the conflict of

18

interest exists or not.

19

just recuse himself to avoid the whole situation of

20

whether or not the procedural voting to defer is
CHAIR LEACH:

21
22

asking.

And the member can also always

Right.

That's what we're

That's the crux.

23

MEMBER WESTFALL:

Okay.

So now I'll try to --

24

in reading all this stuff.

Okay.

So, clearly, if these

25

people have conflicts of interest, that's really not the
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1

question.

2

this today, the County Council, they have their own set

3

of rules to determine what do they do when someone has a

4

conflict of interest.

5

rises to the level of having to either abstain or remove

6

yourself.

7

(

And each of these boards, and we talked about

And they described what

what

Our only charge is what's written in the

8

Charter as a prohibitive transaction.

And in this case

9

I don't think what -- the person was alleging all kinds

10

of stuff, and we didn't have any evidence or anything to

11

suggest that he violated one of those things.

12

vote in that other thing is really a matter for the

13

Planning Commission to be concerned with.

14

think -- I'm sorry I was a little out of turn

15

the same thing with the County Council coming back and

16

asking us on the issue of nonprofits.

17

disclosing, so they've already remedied it one way, but

18

the question of you have to recuse yourself, that's an

19

issue for their role and their process of deliberation.

20

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

21

MEMBER WESTFALL:

So the

And I
it's

They are

Uh-huh.
We're sort of saying, you

22

know, he's disclosed this already and so he hasn't

23

violated these eight things that we look at.

24

limited in what we're looking at.

25

MEMBER WUKELIC:

So, anyway.

That makes sense.
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1

I have one question, too.

If

2

the County Council -- when a council member recuses

3

themself on a final vote, have they participated in the

4

discussion to continue that item on the agenda?

5

the precedent?

6

MS. HEELY:

What's

Their current rules say that, if

7

they request abstention, they can abstain from voting,

8

but they can participate in discussion.

9
10
11

(

CHAIR LEACH:

CHAIR LEACH:

In discussion.

MEMBER WUKELIC:
trying to make earlier.

I have to leave.

12

CHAIR LEACH:

13

MEMBER WUKELIC:

14

CHAIR LEACH:

15

MEMBER WUKELIC:

Okay.

up a little while ago.

17

CHAIR LEACH:

18

MEMBER WUKELIC:

CHAIR LEACH:

21

MS. HEELY:

23
24
25

I apologize.

Something came

Goodbye.
We're, also, a flexible Board.
Thank you for your wonderful

leadership over the past year.

20

22

You will still have a quorum.

Thank you, Marti.

16

19

Which is the point I was

Thank you, Marti.
See you next month -- or see you

in June or July.
MEMBER WUKELIC:

Yeah, mama, see you.

pictures when you come back.
MS. HEELY:

Apologies.

So moving on.
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1

CHAIR LEACH:

2

MS. HEELY:

3

(

Okay, moving on.

Announcements.

I just wanted to add this, to let

you know that I am expecting.

4

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

5

MS. HEELY:

No kidding.

We're expecting a baby boy.

We're

6

really excited.

The due date is April 15th, tax due

7

date, but they scheduled me a week earlier, April 9th,

8

because I had a emergency C-section previous, so they

9

recommend C-section again.

But if I want to try

10

natural, I have to go to Honolulu.

11

take your recommendation."

12

June.

13

meeting.

14

So I said, "Oh, I'll

So I'll be gone through

I hope to be back by maybe June or maybe the July

And then I also coordinated with Mike's Rules

15

Subcommittee, that maybe around then we can shoot to get

16

another report back to the Board and help review your

17

suggested revision.

18

Ueoka -- or Traci Fujita Villarosa, the First Deputy,

19

will be sitting in.

20

guys because you guys are really important.

21

hope to see you guys back in June or July.

But in the meantime, was it Jeff

We have coverage available for you

22

CHAIR LEACH:

Thank you.

23

MEMBER PURE:

Good luck.

24

CHAIR LEACH:

Rest up.

25

Good luck.

But I guess that's not

the right word.
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1

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

2

MS. HEELY:

3

CHAIR LEACH:

Rest now.
Yeah.

Our next meeting is

4

scheduled for April 14th, Wednesday, same location until

5

we're notified otherwise.

6

and we'll be moving into Executive Session.
MS. UEOKA:

7

That ends our Regular Session

Do you want me to keep the Rules

8

Report from the Subcommittee on the agenda for the next

9

meeting?

10

CHAIR LEACH:

Yes.

11

on the agenda?

12

us into Executive Session?

13

(

With a new baby?

Any other items to be put

Executive Session, someone want to move

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

With reference to the

14

agenda items listed below, one or more executive

15

meetings are anticipated.

16

Ethics anticipates it will consider the evaluation,

17

dismissal or disciplining of an officer or employee of

18

the County of Maui.

19

affecting privacy will be involved, the Board may also

20

consult with the Board's attorney on questions and

21

issues pertaining to the Board's powers, duties,

22

privileges, immunities, and liabilities.

23

pursuant to Hawaii Revised Statutes ("HRS") Sections

24

92-5(a) (2) and (4), the following items may be

25

considered in Executive Session.

In particular, the Board of

Where considerations of matters

The Board may also
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1

convene in Adjudicatory Session pursuant to HRS Section

2

92-6.. .. (gavel) ...
(Regular Session recessed to Executive

3

4

Session, 1:46 p.m. to 1:50 p.m.)

5

CHAIR LEACH:

6

Session.

7

motion to adjourn?

8

9

(

We've adjourned the Executive

We're now in Regular Session.

VICE-CHAIR ALULI:

Is there a

I make the motion to

adjourn our Regular Session.

10

CHAIR LEACH:

Is there a second?

11

MEMBER BOUCHARD:

12

CHAIR LEACH:

13

(A chorus of ayes.)

14

CHAIR LEACH:

15

(Adjourned at 1:51 p.m.)

Second.

All in favor?

Adjourned . ... (gavel) ...

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
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(

CERTIFICATE

1

2
3
4

(

I,

TONYA MCDADE, Certified Court Reporter of

5

the State of Hawaii, #447, Registered Professional

6

Reporter, Certified Realtime Reporter, Certified

7

Broadcast Captioner, do hereby certify that the

8

proceedings contained herein were taken by me in machine

9

shorthand and thereafter was reduced to print by means

10

of computer-aided transcription; and that the foregoing

11

represents, to the best of my ability, a true and

12

accurate transcript of the proceedings had in the

13

foregoing matter.

14

I further certify that I am not an employee

15

nor an attorney for any of the parties hereto, nor in

16

any way concerned with the cause.

17

DATED this 31st day of March, 2010.
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